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Alvarado subsequently recanted, said the story was false and he bad 
told it in an attempt to cause trouble between the United States and 
Cuba. Later he again insisted the story was true and that he re-
canted because of pressure. During latest interview on 12-6-63, 
Alvarado admits he possibly made an "honest mistake" and CIA poly-
graph examiner reached conclusion Alvarado a fabricator. Details 
are as follows:y4 

Alvarado was reinterviewed in Mexico City on December 6th 
(SO ( S'Iiith the aid of a 	 h. 	he interview was conducted by CIA 
403) polygraph examine 	 and Legal Attache Anderson was pre- .r 

 

c1 	the basis of the polygraph tests, 
pen-  sent during the interview. 	he Iiiiiiirequently advised that onC,1.1 

reached the conclusion that I 

0  ly in Alvarado's identification of a photograph of Oswald as the 
Alvarado was a fabricator. He noted deceptive responses, particular-

0 	regarding this, Alvarado would only admit that possibly he made n 
person he saw in the Cuban Embassy last September. When questioned 

"honest mistake" in identifying the person he saw as Oswald...Cr( 
r' 	 777 

The CIA polygraph examiner has returned to Wadilington but 
lwe have not as yet received the final report of the polygraph inter-6 
view. CIA has advised that Alvarado admitted he must naive been m!-  
taken in saying that he saw Oswald in the Cuban Babae4 add be was 
uncertain of the date when he might have seen someone like Oswald 
and thought it might have been on a Tuesday which would have' been 

0..9-17 rather than 9-18. CIA advised that while the final report of 
4 	the polygraph interview was not available, the preliminary finding 

is that Alvarado evidenced deception reactions when talking about 
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Oswald. CIA also adv)zel that Alvarado was being deported to 
INicaragua .on 12-0-63. Ct. 	 l(EG- 44 	ict C:It' 	-7 it7 
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MR. MOORE - MR. SULLIVAN 
LEE HARVEY OSWALD 
IS-RUSSIA 

In addition to the interviews indicating Alvarado is 
lying, our investigation at New Orleans has indicated that Oswald 
was in New Orleans during the period from 9-17 through 9-25. He 
has been quite definitely placed in New Orleans on both 9-17 and 
19 and his wife has stated that he was in New Orleans on 9-180 
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